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Samsung & the S6


South Korean based electronics company Samsung has been the leader in the
Android market since 2010 when the Galaxy S line was first introduced.



The launch of the Samsung Galaxy S6 and Galaxy S6 Edge is the most talked
about story from the Mobile World Congress held in Spain on March 2-5.



If Samsung gets the launch, promotion and sales right, the company could
remain at the top of the Android market.



Competition is greater than ever in the Smartphones industry, first
impressions count and collecting them on social media has become all the
more important.



Early buzz is developing since the MWC and users are already deciding if an
upgrade is worthy.



First reviews are already available leading to public availability on April 10th
and Samsung should focus on managing the story of this lunch by boosting the
good aspects and minimizing the impact of negative comments and reports.

Methodology


Data was collected following the launch of the S6 at the Mobile World Congress
to best capture first impressions.



Monitoring took place March 8, 9 & 10 between 21:00 – 21:30 hours.



Social Mention (www.socialmention.com) was used as the tool for monitoring the
main factors this study focuses on, which are:
•

Strength: The percentile likelihood that people are talking about the S6 in
that particular moment.

•

Sentiment: Refers to the ratio of positive to negative discussions

and comments about the S6.
•

Passion: Measures how often the same authors are mentioning the S6.

•

Reach: A calculation of the number of unique mentions divided by
the number of total keyword mentions. The higher this number is,
the more people are talking about the Smartphone.

March 8th 2015 Results
o A 25% chance was found that the S6 was being talked about in social
media
o The average time between mentions was 19 seconds
o 79 unique authors were counted
o Within those mentions 28% were passionate advocates of the S6
o 20% of the discussions happening were about the S6
o Sentiment ratio at 15:1 showed the majority of discussions being positive
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Top Keywords
associated with S6:
• Galaxy
• Samsung
• Edge
• Link
• Saved

Top sites where S6
appeared on:
• Photobucket
• YouTube
• Delicious
• Reddit
• Topix

March 8th 2015 Examination
Looking particularly at Blogs, most of the
postings were about the non-removable
battery of the S6. People are not happy and it
shows on the Sentiment ratio found of 2:1

March 8th 2015 Examination
Microblogs, where most user conversations
happen, showed a different perspective
•
•
•

100% of the people were discussing the S6
Sentiment was highly positive at 10:1
168% in reach and 3% in passion

Almost all these mentions came from the
International Giveaway organized and
promoted by the website Android Authority,
where 1 tweet gets you a chance to win.

March 9th 2015 Results
o An increment was found with a 60% chance that the S6 was being talked
about in social media
o The average time between mentions decreased to 14 seconds
o A considerable increment in unique authors was encountered at 215
o Within those mentions, 21% were passionate advocates of the S6
o The number of discussions happening about the S6 grew to 48%
o Sentiment ratio at 13:1 showed the majority of discussions kept a positive
tone
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Top Keywords
associated with S6:
• Galaxy
• Samsung
• Edge
• Link
• Delicious

Top sites where S6
appeared on:
• Friendfeed
• Twitter
• Photobucket
• YouTube
• Delicious

March 9th 2015 Examination
In Blogs the tone and intention remained as
the day before with more entries about the
S6’s non-removable battery, understandable
especially considering that this feature
represents one of Samsung’s main competitive
advantages

March 9th 2015 Examination
Microblogs, once again, showed
a different scenario. The
Android Authority giveaway
kept dominating Twitter (the
lack of a brand hashtag or
mention on those is something
to note)
•
•
•

100% of the people were discussing
the S6
A 139% was detected in reach and an
increment in passion with 20%
Sentiment declined to 3:1

The reason for this detriment
being a video story posted on
CNET that got many retweets
titled “Top 5 reasons NOT to
buy the Galaxy S6”

March 10th 2015 Results
o A good 45% chance was found that the S6 was being talked about in social
media
o Average time between mentions was 21 seconds
o Unique authors remained high at 165
o An increase in passion was found at 32%
o Number of S6 related discussions remained consistent with 45%
o Sentiment ratio at 12:1 stayed mostly positive
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Top Keywords
associated with S6:
• Galaxy
• Samsung
• Edge
• Link
• Display

Top sites where S6
appeared on:
• Friendfeed
• Delicious
• YouTube
• Photobucket
• Facebook

March 10th 2015 Examination
Ewan Spence, contributor at
Forbes.com, is of particular
interest. He’s posting daily
articles about the S6 and
they get referenced on
Social Media repeatedly

March 10th 2015 Examination
Both the Android Authority Giveaway and the
articles at Forbes.com got repeat mentions at
Microblogs during the day. But the number one
subject discussed during measurements was the
price of the S6 in different countries.
•
•
•

Again,100% of the people were discussing the S6
108% was detected in reach and an increment in passion
raised to 43%
Sentiment improved to a 5:1 ratio

Conclusion


The Android Authority giveaway is an amazing opportunity to trend in Social
Media and gain followers, the lack of a proper hashtag (e.g. #GalaxyS6edge,
#GalaxyS6) and account mention (@SamsungMobile) takes a big toll from the
benefits it could have produced, but even without that and thanks to it being
worldwide, the amount of buzz it has created is critical.



Although the non-removal battery issue has already been addressed, it would be
very beneficial if the good aspects are boosted throughout Social Media.

Conclusion


Influencers like Forbes’ Ewan Spence, should be identified and if possible
turned into advocates.



More content should be created to pinpoint and increase awareness of the
differentiations between the S5 and S6 to address the CNET video posting
but more importantly to encourage users to upgrade.

